New categories and category changes from 19 January 2013
Category Description

Minimum
age

p

Moped - Motor vehicles with fewer than 4 wheels with a maximum design speed exceeding
45 kilometres per hour (km/h) but not exceeding 50km/h and which, if propelled by an
internal combustion engine, has a cylinder capacity not exceeding 50cc.

16

q

Moped - Motor vehicles with fewer than 4 wheels which, if propelled by an internal
combustion engine, has a cylinder capacity not exceeding 50cc and, if not equipped with
pedals by means of which the vehicle is capable of being propelled, has a maximum design
speed not exceeding 25km/h.

16

AM

Moped - 2-wheel vehicles or 3-wheel vehicles with a maximum design speed of over
25km/h and not more than 45km/h. Light quadricycle With an unladen mass of not more
than 350kg, not including the mass of the batteries in the case of electric vehicles, whose
maximum design speed is over 25km/h and not more than 45km/h.

16

A1

Motorcycles - A motorcycle with a cylinder capacity not exceeding 125cc, of a power not
exceeding 11kW and with a power to weight ratio not exceeding 0.1kW per kg. A motor
tricycle with a power not exceeding 15kW.

17

A2

A motorcycle of a power not exceeding 35kW, with a power to weight ratio not exceeding
0.2kW per kg and not derived from a vehicle of more than double its power.

19

A

A motorcycle of a power exceeding 35kW or with a power to weight ratio exceeding 0.2kW
per kg, or A motorcycle of a power not exceeding 35kW with a power to weight ratio not
exceeding 0.2kW per kg and derived from a vehicle of more than double its power. A motor
tricycle with a power exceeding 15kW.

24

B1

4 wheeled light vehicles - Motor vehicles with four wheels up to 550kg unladen and
invalid carriages.

17

D1

Minibuses - Vehicles with no more than 16 passenger seats in addition to the driver and
with a maximum length not exceeding 8 metres with a trailer up to 750kg.

21

D

Buses - Any bus designed and constructed for the carriage of more than 8 passengers in
addition to the driver, with a trailer up to 750 kg.

24

D1E

Minibuses with trailers - Vehicles with no more than 16 passenger seats in addition to the
driver and with a maximum length not exceeding 8 metres with a trailer over 750 kg,
provided that the MAM of the combination formed does not exceed 12,000kg.

21

DE

Buses with trailers - Any bus designed and constructed for the carriage of more than 8
passengers in addition to the driver, with a trailer over 750 kg.

24
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